Ghost Peaks Technical Tip: (BOO!) How to Spot Them & Scare Them
Away

Peaks in your chromatogram not attributed to the sample injected are commonly referred to
as ghost peaks. Several problems can be the cause of ghost peaks manifesting, including:
Late eluting peaks from the previous injection
Injector carryover
Solvent impurities in the mobile phase

Late Eluting Peaks from Previous Injection

In this example, a strongly retained compound has eluted from a previous injection—an
event most commonly occurring in isocratic runs. The indicted peak, relative to the closely
eluting expected peaks, is typically broad.
Extending the run-time to allow the compound to elute before the next injection, or adding a
step gradient, are typical solutions that won’t otherwise affect the chromatography.
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Injector Carryover

The peaks in the blank injection can be attributed to injector carryover as they have the
same retention times and chromatographic characteristics as the known peaks in the
sample, but are at a lower level.
The cause can be from a faulty rotor seal on the injector valve, needle wash contamination,
or an inappropriate sample or needle wash solvent. Performing injector maintenance or
needle wash/diluent method development are the best solutions. In some cases, a simple
solution can be to inject multiple blanks after sample injections to fully remove the
carryover before the next quantitative injections.

Solvent Impurities in the Mobile Phase
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Peaks eluting during a gradient run with nothing being injected are typically attributed to
impurities in the mobile phase. This can be confirmed by equilibrating in the initial mobile
phase A:B ratio for a longer period of time prior to running the gradient profile. If the
subsequent peaks have the same profile but increase in size, it suggests a greater amount
are accumulating on the column due to the longer equilibration time.
Sources of these components can be:
1. Impurities in the solvents; be sure to use HPLC-grade or better solvents—sometimes
different solvent vendors are worth testing, as well.
2. Contamination from the glassware; residual washing detergents are somewhat
common concerns.
3. Water purification contaminants; it may be time to change the filter, or if recently
changed, it could have been installed improperly.
4. Buffer impurities or degradents; organic acids (particularly trifluoroacetic acid) can
degrade over time and/or if exposed to light, and it is good practice to prepare such buffers
fresh daily. Ion-pair reagents are also a common source of buffer impurities.
If these ghost peaks are consistent in retention time, consistently present, and do not coelute with any components of interest, it may not be a problem and can be subtracted from
the chromatogram.

If there’s something strange in your chromatogram, don’t call the Ghostbusters…Call the
Phenoms!
Our Technical Experts are standing by to help you with any of your ghost peaks inquires,
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technical questions, method development needs, and product recommendations! Start
chatting today at Chat Now.

More technical support:
• Request-a-Method™: Contact our Method Development Team for a tailored solution!
• Applications: We have thousands of them! Search by analyte name or structure.
• Free Guides and Posters: Download free guides and posters for troubleshooting, method
development, and more.
• Product Videos: See the technology in action. Watch our product videos and
demonstrations.
• The Technical Library: Check out our helpful collection of technical notes, posters,
webinars, how-to videos, guides, and more.
• Interactive Web Tools: Simple, interactive tools to instantly find the right products and
solutions.
• FAQ Portal: Find answers to popular technical questions here.
• Quality and Safety Documents: Download your CQA, C of A, and MSDS.
• Product Care and Use: Love your products and treat them right using these handy guides.
• Training & On-Site Support: We’ll come to you! Classroom training or in-lab
demonstrations—you pick the topic.
• Troubleshooting: Did something go wrong? We’ll fix it!
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Share with friends and coworkers:
Click to email this to a friend (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Pinterest (Opens in new window)
Click to share on LinkedIn (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Tumblr (Opens in new window)
Click to share on Reddit (Opens in new window)

